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T

he organizers of this year’s ePharma
Summit—Lesley Atlas, Event Director,
Allison Rigels, Marketing Manager, and the
rest of the Institute for International Research
team——practiced what they and their speakers
preached by using social media tools to keep us
informed about the conference. Pharma Marketing
News was a Media Partner for this event and
participated in the social marketing of this event.
On the morning of the first day of the conference,
the "ePharma Summit Team” sent me an e-mail
update summarizing who would be presenting that
day. That in itself is more than I have seen many
other indus-try conference organizers do. But the
ePharma Summit people did much more.
"We’re excited to be kicking of this year’s conference with new features; combining live blogging
and Twittering for you to track the event live!" said
the Team. "We’ll also be posting several interviews
taken throughout the day introducing you to some
of the industry leaders and companies who are
here today. If you aren’t in Philadelphia, stay tuned
to the ePharma Summit Blog and ePharma
Summit Twitter to follow details about the latest
presentation at the event. On the ePharma Summit
web page, you can check for the latest video and
photos of today’s presentations and exclusive
interviews with the speakers."
ePharma’s Social Networking Partners
Before, during, and even AFTER the conference,
Allison et al employed various social media
networks to keep us informed not only about the
conference, but about ePharma marketing in general. They've done that through their blog as well
as a Facebook Group and LinkedIn.
About 6 to 8 of people (including the conference
organizers) were “live-Twittering” during the conference, interacting with a virtual global audience
throughout. There was a LOT of back-channel
interaction going on. “It was a snapshot of how
social media will increasingly be wrapped into
events,” said Steve Woodruff, Founder and
President of Impactiviti.
As a Media Partner, Pharma Marketing News
helped the ePharma Summit Team by publishing
the ePharma Blog's RSS feed to a special Pharma
Marketing Network Forum dedicated to that feed
(see Figure 1). Summaries and links to ePharma
Summit Blog posts became discussion threads
(posts) within this forum (see Figure 2). These
summaries have been very popular with the 4,000
or so daily visitors to the Pharma Marketing
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Forums site. As of February 1, 2009, there were 97
posts made to that forum and a total of 9,869
views!
IMHO, every pharma industry conference organizer and marketer should follow the ePharma
Summit strategy of getting involved with social
media marketing to promote their conferences and
keep their attendees informed during and AFTER
the conference. This may not be an appropriate
strategy for ALL conferences, but it is especially
useful for recurring “new technology” conferences
like the ePharma Summit.
It's hard work keeping your social marketing efforts
going and the ePharma Summit people have now
become so experienced with new media marketing
that I would not be surprised to learn that some
smart pharmaceutical company asked their advice
on how to do it.
Woodruff’s Comments
“The organizers listened carefully to the Twitter
back-channel talk about the need for more power
outlets, and more afternoon coffee, and showed a
readiness to learn and adapt,” said Woodruff.
Steve posted several summaries of the conference
on his blog (see http://impactiviti.wordpress.com)
as well as sending “tweets” from his phone during
the conference.
Woodruff suggested that the conference needed a
few more “provocative and/or practical speakers
showing case studies of what works, why, and
how.”
Angst and Risk Aversion
“As with all of these conferences over the years,
there’s a lot of angst and risk-aversion regarding
legal/regulatory issues,” noted Woodruff. “But
that’s life in pharma-world. Baby steps are being
taken. A growing number of people inside and just
on the periphery of pharma companies ‘get it’ and
are pushing change.” That, in fact, is a goal of the
ePharma Pioneer Club (see
http://www.epharmapioneerclub.com/).
Woodruff also participated in the “Social Media,
Blogs and User Generated Content: What’s
Working Today, What Will Work Tomorrow?” panel
discussion where he sought to underline the
cultural aspects of social media communities,
urging the marketers not to simply view these
communication approaches as one more “tactic”
aimed at a certain “demographic.”
Continues…
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FIGURE 1: The 8th Annual ePharma Summit discussion board on the Pharma Marketing Network Forums site (see
http://tinyurl.com/6bqag8). A summary of each post made to the ePharma Summit Blog is automatically reproduced
as a discussion thread in this forum. This is done via RSS technology. Visitors can view threads such as the one
highlighted here and follow the links the original ePharma Summit post (see Figure 2, pg. 4).
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Figure 2: A summary of a post to the ePharma Summit blog as it appears in the 8th Annual ePharma Summit Forum
on the Pharma Marketing Network site (see http://tinyurl.com/cseb4n). This was obtained from an RSS feed of the
blog and was automatically posted to Pharma Marketing Network where visitors can subscribe and receive updates
by e-mail. The author of this post is Allison Rigels who is a registered PMN Forums member. Visitors to the forum
sit can on Allison’s name and see her public profile and a list of all the posts that she has made.
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Woodruff “highlighted the importance of finding
the influencers and the importance of how people
who use social media tools have specific expectations, ways of interacting and sharing,” reported
ePharma blog. “Social Media is more than just a
broadcast channel. [It’s also the] tools that create
engagement. It's not enough to simply push
content, but to truly become part of the
conversation,” said Woodruff.
Social Media are for Passionate People
“Using Social Media means dealing with passionate persons who communicate,” said
Woodruff. “Their 4 main expectations are:
1) Immediacy—the expectation to share
quickly, reliably, NOW.
2) Two-Way, Multi-Level Conversing—users
of social media do not expect it to be a one
way conversation, it is about sharing an
actual conversation
3) Authenticity, Personality, Transparency—
in the end, social media are the tools that
allows actual people to share and interact.
People must drive the conversation and be
'real' rather than standing behind their
brands
4) Long-Term Commitment—ROI is not
immediate, cannot be thought of as
'projects,' it is a long-term investment of
people to continually interact and share
“Hopefully,” Woodruff said, “I didn’t come across
too much as a Kool-Aid drinking idealist.”
Policies and Guidelines
The "Driving Policy/Guidelines Around the Use of
Social Media in Pharma” panel, which included
Marc Monseau, Director, Corporate Communications, Social Media, J&J, Fabio Gratton, Chief
Innovation Officer, Ignite Health, and Fard
Johnmar, Founder, Envision Solutions, focused on
practical guidelines for using social media by
pharmaceutical companies.
Much of the following account is adapted from
ePharma Summit blog posts made during the
panel discussion.
When asked if Twitter and blogs were useful,
Monseau said "there are conversations already
taking place online about brands and businesses
and we aren't part of that conversation. It’s as
simple as watching twitter and correcting any
missing information., which is easier said than
done. [Before] engaging in the space, start to
monitor," suggested Monseau.
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~10 Things I Hated (and Loved) About
ePharma Summit 2009
by John Mack
I met some old and new friends at the ePharma
Summit, which is what I love about these industry
conferences. Unfortunately, there are some things
that I hate. Let me elaborate in no particular order.
#1: I loved how the folks who are running this conference promoted it and are keeping us informed
about the conference and ePharma marketing issues
in general.
#2: I hated how panel "moderator" Robert
Goldberg—co-founder, Vice President and Director of
Programs for Center for Medicine in the Public
Interest and blogger at DrugWonks—attempted to
hijack the panel discussion on "Driving Policy/
Guidelines Around the Use of Social Media in
Pharma."
Goldberg ranted on about Congress approving $1.1
billion for comparative effectiveness studies and other
such anti-government issues that had absolutely
NOTHING to do with what the panel was going to
discuss! He had the bully pulpit and he used it to HIS
advantage, not ours.
#3: The number one thing I loved about this conference was the network of people I met there.
Unfortunately, there were few pharma people in
attendance, although I did meet a couple of J&J
people, including Peter Justason, Director, Global
Marketing Group, and Marc Monseau, Director, Media
Relations and JNJBTW blogger. If it wasn't for J&J,
Pharma's presence in social media would be
practically nil!
Speaking of J&J's use of social media, Peter introduced me to Bill Sickles, Head of Healthcare at
Google. Bill was the person responsible for spearheading J&J's Youtube launch. I hope to have him—
and maybe Peter as well—as a guest on my Pharma
Marketing Talk show as part of the ePharma Pioneer
series of interviews (see http://tinyurl.com/4ygbgk).
I also met Bill Evans, Senior VP, Digital, at
Fleishman Hillard, who is interested in working with
me to delve into case studies of successful ePharma
programs—something that his colleague, Mark Senak,
has been doing on his blog (Eye on FDA).
I finally met Wendy Blackburn, blogger at ePharma
Rx and contributing author to Pharma Marketing
News (see "Measuring & Communicating eSuccess,"
PMN Reprint #79-03; http://tinyurl.com/bemhao).
Continued on page 7…

Continues…
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Corporate Blog is an Oxymoron
Originally published on Pharma Marketing Blog
http://tinyurl.com/8cpje2
"Corporate Blog" is as much an oxymoron as "Jumbo Shrimp," "Military Intelligence," and "Safe
Drugs." I realized this after reading a comment made by Alex Savic to my "New Year's
Resolutions for Pharma Marketers" post, in which Alex said: "Probably lots of companies get into
blogging because of the hype but don't really buy into it internally."
I don't think so. I think it's more of a personnel problem.
A blog is a personal narrative and when the person leaves, the blog is dead in the water! This is
exactly what happened to CNTO411 and alliConnect. Another case in point is Pharmalot, which
will fade away without Ed Silverman.
One thing's for certain in this current economic atmosphere: people in corporations—even
CEOs—are expendable. And the most expendable people are probably the ones that are inclined
to write blogs!
What about a corporate blog written by a team or committee?
“If those blogs failed, it's not because corporate blogs are an ‘oxymoron’,” commented an
anonymous reader. “It's because they failed to implement the blog properly and, most
importantly, get executive buy-in. If the people at the top don't think it's an important tool to
reach existing and potential customers and/or expand their brand, then it will die. But that
doesn't mean a company can't do it well.”
“Corporate blogs fail for two reasons,” said Rich Meyer, author of World of DTC Marketing and
ePharma Pioneer Club member. “First is the issue of trust. Corporations are not trusted today
and most people in corporations do not know how to be transparent and listen and talk to
consumers on consumers’ terms.”
“The second reason is timing. Relationships take time and marketing people, when implementing
a social media program, have to get out of the 13-week mindset,” said Meyer. “It could take
months to establish a relationship with your audience and it has to be credible. Executives who
BLOG need to use a voice that resonates with the audience. This includes a willingness to listen
first and respond when you have something to say and please can the sales talk.”
“I would agree that the average Corporate Blog—even the blog on advanced web-only companies
like facebook or linkedin—is almost identical to a list of press releases,” noted Paul Simms,
General Manager at eyeforpharma. “Which might not be an awful and totally useless thing if
that's what you as a reader want to hear, and the [blog] is producing genuinely useful,
customer-focused innovations.”
“You've started a rather interesting discussion on what a true blog is—and I'm enjoying the
debate immensely—but I can't let your point about the ‘restricted voice’ stand unchallenged,”
said Marc Monseau, author of JNJBTW blog. “Surely most corporate blogs could never be as
fully open as a personal blog since they generally focus on matters pertaining to that company's
business. Now I may be wrong, but I suspect there may be more controversial, personal topics
that you don't take on in the Pharma Marketing Blog since they may be off-topic or don't fit the
purpose of your blog. If so, isn't such self-censorship somewhat analogous to the ‘restricted’
voice you describe?”
Monseau continued: “Though you are correct that there are certain things that I don't discuss—
like ongoing legal issues (though there have been one or two notable exceptions—and I have
gone to considerable pains to explain why it doesn't make sense to debate outstanding legal
issues on the blog) when I post, I try to only write about 1) topics that I some personal
knowledge of, 2) projects I have been involved with or 3) topics that I have some personal
interest in. Now, I could certainly post much, much more often, but that's another thing
entirely...”
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Even when an online newsletter publishes an unfavorable story about your product or company
(which never happens here!), Monseau advises
pharmaceutical companies to “respond directly,
given the opportunity to state your case. I’ve
commented on blogs and these were picked up
and replicated making it almost a self-correcting
process."
A great example of this is the communication
between Michael Parks, then Centocor's Director
of Public Relations, and myself regarding the
controversey around Centocor's documentary
INNERSTATE (see http://tinyurl.com/dcqs6d),
which focused on rheumatoid arthritis (RA),
Crohn's disease, and psoriasis.
“There are so many different ways to connect with
the audience,” said Gratton. “Is twitter that unlike
email? Don’t we already use email in our CRM
products? Social networking technology can make
it quicker...content at the point of consumption. We
should offer the most flexible choices whether it be
participating in social networks, groups, communities or dedicated networks. There is a lot of misinformation out there about dosing, when to take
the product, etc. We have an ethical obligation to
be in that space… to provide people one click
access to regulatory/legal approved and balanced
product information."
Without buy-in from corporate leadership, a
pharmaceutical company’s social networking goals
are bound to fail. "The first step,” said Johnmar, “is
to develop a policy that lays out what the leadership of the organization wants from social networking. Is it to develop relationships with patients,
increase prescriptions being filled, or something
else. Whatever you do, you must first talk to your
legal and regulatory people," warned Johnmar.
Elephant in Room: Resources
Wendy Blackburn, author of ePharma Rx blog, and
ePharma Pioneer Club member, quoted Monseau
who noted that “one conversation that’s not taking
place is the elephant in the room—the type of
commitment required to open up to a relationship
with consumers” (see http://tinyurl.com/bubna7).
Gratton agreed and emphasized that true value
gets created over time, just like relationships. “With
social media, you're building relationships,” said
Gratton as reported by ePharma Summit Blog. “Do
you have the resources necessary to continue the
commitment? When we are in the social space, we
have to think of the 3-5 year strategy. Take baby
steps. Be prepared that this thing could become
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~10 Things I Hated (and Loved) About
ePharma Summit 2009 (Cont’d)
by John Mack
Those were some of the "new" (to me) people I met.
Of course, I also met a number of "old" friends
including James Chase, Editor, MM&M, RJ Lewis,
CEO, eHeathcare Solutions, Mark Bard, President,
Manhattan Research, Mark Gleason, Sr. Vice
President, Aptilon Holdings, and Jack Barrette, CEO,
WEGO Health, who was be my guest on Pharma
Marketing Talk (see http://tinyurl.com/azvfnj).
#4: I hate how at these conferences we always talk
about the same thing—why pharma doesn't pay more
attention to (and spend more money) on "e" and how
far behind other industries it is in this regard. There's
a divergence of opinion on this topic. Some want to
see the glass half full—or at least more full than the
naysayers see it. Paul Ivans, conference co-chair,
thinks the "e" slice of the pharma marketing pie is
"much greater" than 3%, which is based on
measured media spends (even that low number is
often misquoted higher than it actually is). He cited
search as one of the unmeasured media spends and
the fact that some brands devote MUCH MORE to "e"
than other brands. All true, but when compared to
other industries, we are comparing apples to apples—
ie, measured media spends, and pharma is still
lagging.
If the ROI of "e" promotion is about 4-5 (ie, $4-5
dollars returned on every dollar spent) compared to
1-2 for broadcast TV DTC advertising, why are we
even having these conferences? That was a question
posed to John Mangano, Senior Director, Comscore
after his presented his ROI analysis of a de-identified
case study. I have to wonder at the veracity of those
ROI numbers. As much as I like Comscore, I've seen
the exact same dog and pony show before, which is
another thing I hate about these "e" conferences.
#5: As I just said, I hate the "dog and pony"
presentations that are meant primarily to promote
your business. Aside from the fact that this is like
preaching to the choir, it really contributes nothing to
the conversation. Maybe it's something we can use to
entice more "e" marketing bucks out of pharma
product managers, but it doesn't get to the core of
the problem. What would have been more exciting
would have been a discussion about how to measure
the effectiveness of social network marketing, which
everyone wants pharma to engage in. This was the
gist of a question from the audience. ComScore,
unfortunately, does not measure that.
Continues…

Continues…
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become very, very big and you will have to sustain
it...if you pull the plug, the backlash would be far
worse than the benefit. You should do it and do it
right, because you'll be under a magnifying glass."
Breakout or Bearish Year for Online Ads?
John Mangano, Senior Director, comScore, Inc.,
which measures online marketing ROI, said that
despite the down economy, online marketing is
strong. Reach and targetability is high, he said,
and you can measure it to a high degree.
When looking at benchmarks, comScore measures
aided awareness, unaided awareness, brand
favorability; prescription availability, driver conversion; and then they turn that into an ROI. In fact,
comScore estimates that a typical pharma online
marketing campaign achieves an ROI of 4.75; ie,
$4.75 is returned in new scripts written per every
dollar spent. This is much higher than the typical
broadcast DTC campaign, which may have an ROI
of 2. If it is true that online marketing ROI is much
higher than traditional marketing, we should see a
dramatic shift in the marketing mix towards online
and Mangano predicted that 2009 will be a breakout year for pharma online.
Some attendees disagreed with that prediction.
And if trends in other industries are any indication,
2009 will NOT be a “breakout” year for pharma
online. According to an article in TechCrunch (see
http://tinyurl.com/bmh7jg), Interactive Advertising
Bureau “big wigs are predicting whole businesses
dependent on online ads could go belly up, and
researcher IDC has completely reversed its growth
estimates. No longer will online ads grow 10% in
2009, says the firm. IDC now predicts a 5% drop in
revenues in the first quarter that could get worse in
the second. Fingers crossed for the second half of
the year.”
Nevertheless, as noted in ePharma Summit Blog,
transitioning to online marketing is a process and
there are brands that are doing it successfully.
“The reality of the situation is that each brand has
different return rates and has different goals to be
tracked.”
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~10 Things I Hated (and Loved) About
ePharma Summit 2009 (Cont’d)
by John Mack
I discussed the problem of measuring social media
success in my Pharma Marketing Talk interview of
Fabio Gratton (see http://tinyurl.com/cxkpte).
#6: I hate that coffee was very hard to get at lunch
and impossible during the afternoon break. I tweeted
(twittered?) about that during the conference after
James Chase and I wandered around searching for
caffeine. If it wasn't for Grad Conn, Snr Director,
Product Marketing, Microsoft Health, who cracked us
up with his humor, I would have fallen asleep near
the end—in fact I DID fall asleep. Hope I wasn't
snoring!
#7: Speaking of Twitter, I love that a lot of us were
posting messages from our cell phones during the
conference. I was wondering if any of the panel
members picked up my tweet about Goldberg ranting
while they were sitting there nervously waiting for
him to turn the mike over to them? My tweet about
the coffee issue may have been unwarranted—Allison
noted that "We've already had a great coffee hour
and got a chance to meet a few of our fellow
attendees—great coffee, too!" Obviously, I missed
that. My bad.
#8: I hate that there were so few pharma people in
attendance. “Everyone here is already an eMarketing
evangelist,” said Wendy Blackburn, author of
ePharma Rx blog, and ePharma Pioneer Club member
(http://tinyurl.com/bubna7). “A suggestion [by Rob
Nauman, Bio Pharma Advisors, member of ePharma
Pioneer Club] came up that perhaps the conference
should offer marketers a two-for-one special if they
bring along a med/reg friend next time!”
#9: Summarizing Microsoft's efforts to build a
personal health data repository, I loved it when Grad
Conn simply said, "It's really hard and it's going to
take a long time!" That about sums up pharma's path
to mastering social media marketing.
#10: Add what YOU hated or loved here:
http://tinyurl.com/csh8zy

Woodruff reported these additional tidbits he
gleaned from Mangano’s presentation:
• 70% of internet users in US use social media.
• Internet now 3rd most used medium; will
surpass radio soon. 17% internet, TV 37%.
• On-line advertising is still only about 7% of
total [for all industries; for pharma, it’s closer to
3%].
Continues…
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Seven Key Takeaways
By Greg Kirsch, Vice President ‐ Creative and Development Services, Intouch Solutions, Inc.
Going to Philadelphia in early February isn’t exactly my idea of a good time. But the lure of learning more
about leveraging the digital channel for Pharma was too much to resist. I wasn’t disappointed at the eighth
annual ePharma Summit.
•
•
•

“Communicating Effectively in a 2.0 World”
“Winning in a World Transformed by Social Technologies”
“Just when you thought you understood Health 2.0, Along Comes 3.0”

A quick review of these session titles chaired by thought‐leaders from Digital marketers, Media outlets, and
Pharmaceutical companies shows the central topic was Social Media. But there was more. Topics like ROI,
Mobile Marketing, Video Content online and others were discussed. Here are 7 thoughts I took away from
the conference.
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

The conference affirmed many of the strategies and tactics Intouch Solutions is currently recommending to
our Pharma clients. Paul Ivans (Evolution Road) used the phrase “Digital as Connective Tissue”. This concept
affirms initiatives like the “GoInsulin” YouTube channel (www.goinsulin.com) —or the tool we developed to
help Psoriasis patients develop a customized profile to better prepare them for their next doctor visit.
It remains difficult to take advantage of Digital’s power in the Pharma category—due to regulatory
involvement. This is hardly earthshaking. But I was reassured—misery loves company. One interesting idea
was to show how social media works in the categories where one’s regulatory people have hobbies. Another:
invite regulatory people to similar conferences to show how other Pharma marketers are pushing the
boundaries. Interestingly, a show of hands revealed there were no regulatory people in attendance. Zero.
Health Care Companies are peeping over the edge of the box. Case studies showed innovative ways of using
contests. Elite Marketing & Communications shared a promotion put together for Siemens designed to
acquire prospect names by giving a chance to win a MRI device. Another case study presented by Ignite
Health illustrated how they reached younger consumers online via social channels by following a celebrity
undergoing Lasik surgery. Sadly none of the most innovative ideas involved Pharmaceutical marketing. But
the fact that 250 people were at this conference focusing only on Digital Pharma is encouraging.
More dollars are flowing into the Digital Channel. Digital is a way for Pharma to overcome huge challenges
regarding DTC TV advertising and Field Force Promotion.
The promise of “accountability” is being fulfilled. Six years of Comscore data confirms online marketing
drives sales (online advertising, rich media, and brand.com visitation increases Rx activity for both new and
existing patients). It’s incumbent upon us (the Pharma marketers) to show the people upstairs that online is
“bringing home the bacon”.
Patients are becoming increasingly sophisticated and specific as they look for pharmaceutical information.
According to Health Central, long‐tailed search (where more words are used in the search terms to
specifically articulate what the searcher thinks he/she needs) have more than tripled since 2001—which
leads to more social interaction with kindred souls—which points to the increased need to participate in the
conversation.
Interactive agencies are best able to achieve integration. OK, this one is a bit self‐serving. But it was clear to
me after listening to a panel representing all edges of the issue (Saatchi & Saatchi, Heartbeat Digital, Glow
Worm, and Eli Lilly) that the digital experts offer the best of both worlds. The key for Digital Agencies is to
combine our passion for the Digital Channel with a true understanding of the patient. Just because we can
do something doesn’t mean we should.
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• 35-54 year olds are the most active [users] online. That does matter for pharma marketers
• 13.5 billion videos viewed. Avg length 3 mins.
77% of people on-line have viewed at least
one video. Growing in importance.
• Social media as wild frat party right now growing like crazy; noisy.
• Moving up much higher in age demographics,
and long engagement times on sites.
• 75% of executives surveyed worldwide plan to
increase Web 2.0 investment. (But, still not a
clear success model).
• 70% of businesses using web 2.0 technologies
say they use them to interact with customers.
• Patient adherence significantly increased by
on-line brand interaction.
• 80% of those on-line seek healthcare
information. 52% prefer internet for health info
- convenience and privacy.
• 48% of on-line seekers spoke to a doctor
about treatment options available; 37% spoke
to doctor about specific drug.
In the Matter of ROI
Fard Johnmar cautions against a common practice
employed by “e” enthusiasts: using ROI to argue
that pharma should spend more dollars online.
The following is his comment made to a Pharma
Marketing post on this topic (“Let's Focus on
Effectiveness, Not Dollars Spent as a Measure of
DTC Success”; see http://tinyurl.com/bew6wp):
“I would caution about assuming that the Internet is
any more effective than traditional media models,”
said Johnmar. “What we're seeing in other
industries is that marketers are focusing less on
the ‘social’ component of social media and more
on using traditional advertising to reach eyeballs
on Facebook, MySpace and other social networks.
Guess what's happening, Facebook is having
trouble turning its eyeballs into dollars because
people are not clicking on soc net ads. So, when
we say ‘digital’ we have to do a better job of
defining what that means and conduct rigorous
assessment to help us optimize our media spend.
Calling the Internet the holy grail without evidence
to back it up is not a good idea. As we are still in
the experimental stage, we have some wiggle
room, but as budgets get tighter it's going to get a
lot harder to justify spend without good ROI
measures.”
I discussed the problem of measuring social media
success in my Pharma Marketing Talk interview of
Fabio Gratton (see http://tinyurl.com/cxkpte).
© 2009 VirSci Corporation (www.virsci.com). All rights reserved.
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How Can Pharma More Effectively Reach MDs
Online?
This question was taken up by a panel moderated
by Rob Nauman, Principal, Bio Pharma Advisors
Network. Panelists included Mike Fowler, Virtual
Sales Manager, Eli Lilly & Company (despite his
title, Mike is a real person), Will Reese, Chief
Innovation Officer, Cadient Interactive, and Devin
Paullin, Co-Founder, Senior Vice President of
Marketing and Product Innovation, Physicians
Interactive.
Again, much of the following account is adapted
with permission from ePharma Summit blog posts
made during the panel discussion.
Devin Paullin spoke about changing the model of
marketing to physicians and how digital can be
leveraged as part of that change. "We've never
had digital augmentation [for physician marketing],”
said Paullin, “and now is the time to help docs get
access to these opportunities. The coming
together of these entities will be augmented by
digital sales and create solutions to shift the model.
It’s less about sales and more about customer
service."
"Online is a portal or a gateway to other services,
its not the only path,” said Fowler. “It’s a viable
[way] for docs to connect with other programs—
sampling platforms, call centers, etc. Integrate all
of your efforts in all channels.” Paullin agreed:
"Clinicians need access to information and help
our organization bring access across the fence—it
will make us better partners and internal stewards
of change."
Pharma and YouTube
Kathleen Onieal, President, Hayes Onieal Consulting, Former Global VP of Marketing Innovation
Merck, kicked off the panel discussion on “Efficiency and Integration Of Your Media Mix” by
suggesting that the panel look at the very compelling, human, and emotional connection that online
video can create and the growing trend and opportunity for eMarketers in this arena.
Amy Cowan, Industry Health Sales Manager,
Google, gave some background on Google's
efforts with YouTube. Many 'traditional' and wellprotected brands find that YouTube is a safe
haven to establish their own brand channel, said
Cowan. Even the FDA has a YouTube channel. If
it’s safe for them, isn’t it also safe for Pharma? For
more on that, see “FDA Uses Social Media, But
You Can’t” (http://tinyurl.com/cod8c7).
Continues…
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Cowan pointed out that YouTube is now the 2nd
most used search engine in U.S. and 4th most
visited site in U.S.!
Pharma brand channels on YouTube have
different approaches, which include:
• health education
• corporate communication
• brand awareness
Misconceptions About YouTube
Cowan tried to correct a couple of misconceptions
about YouTube:
Misconception #1: The majority of YouTube users
are interested only in 'funny' videos and are not the
appropriate audience for pharmaceutical marketers. “Not True!” said Cowan. “YouTube users
reflect the US internet user public at large. Marketers are increasingly reaching the appropriate
audience though YouTube.
Misconception #2: You have to allow comments
and raise [controversial] issues.
Cowan pointed out that YouTube provides
appropriate controls to meet necessary [regulatory]
requirements and to ensure appropriate usage.
Cowan stressed that there still is no regulatory
guidance from FDA but the opportunity is great to
learn, discuss, and develop the appropriate
strategy and meet the concerns of the internal
medical, regulatory, and legal teams.
Pharma Marketing News
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FDA is Watching You on YouTube
Not only does the FDA have its own YouTube
channel, it is watching what pharmaceutical
companies are doing on YouTube. Last September, FDA issued a warning letter to Shire
about a YouTube a video testimonial featuring
Ty Pennington.
Unfortunately, by the time the FDA issued the
letter—the video had run its course and was no
longer available on YouTube.
The FDA letter said "Both the webpage and
video overstate the efficacy of Adderall XR; the
video also omits important information regarding the risks associated with Adderall XR use.
Additionally, the webpage broadens the indication for Adderall XR by suggesting uses that
have not been approved by FDA. Thus, the
webpage and video misbrand the drug in violation of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act..."
This is at least the second time recently that
the FDA has cited an online video ad as
violative. The first was a Pfizer Viagra video
(see "Violative Viva Viagra Video - Still There!";
see http://tinyurl.com/clmstc). That video was
misleading, said FDA, "because it makes
representations and suggestions about the use
of Viagra for erectile dysfunction, but fails to
disclose any risk information for the drug."
For more on this, see http://tinyurl.com/b8utsz
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